Messsage exchange on FaceBook January 2015 with Sheela Arokia Mary

ME:
delete “Acceleration of Stochastic Algorithm on FPGA System”
J.Sheela Arokia Mary Dept of Electrical & Electronics Engineering, Chennai, India sheelarokiamary@gmail.com
1April 2014

SAM:
Respected Sir... Im extremely sorry ... because I bought & done this project from one of the Project Centre & im not aware about what you said.... Don't worry SIr.. I deleted tat from my FB account & i wont use that again but journal does not belongs to me sir...I received a mail from journals so i put that paper , it got selected thats all i know...im extremely sorry for this fault. I was not aware of that paper already... I directly bought that from project center... 100 % i give assurance that i wont use that paper again... Sorry Sir.

ME:
email the journal and tell them to remove it

SAM:
yes sir.. now only i mailed & requested that journal to remove that paper...but i don't know how long it will take to remove from google search..

ME:
Also, the respiration monitor you published is copied from my students.

SAM:
yeah i saw the mail... actually i bought everything from the same project center & requested my students also to do their projects in that center... i was not aware of that... im extremely sorry sir

ME:
Do you know that buying a paper is also scientific fraud? The IEEE would ban you for 5 years for this. What does your school think about it?

SAM:
here mostly every sudents will buy projects from project center only sir... only rare ... 1 or 2 will do by their own

ME:
If it is published with your name, YOU are responsible.

SAM:
I requested that journal to remove the paper... you also mail them to remove sir....

ME:
Did it occur to you to use google to check the paper before you submitted it?

SAM:
no... we receive lot of mails from many journals to submit paper so we also submitted & we received a mail that the paper got selected & asked to pay 1500 as publication fee... we also done that... but we was not aware of this
editor@ijset.com, editor@ijsea.com... U also mail to this 2 address sir... I had requested to remove the paper Sorry ... Thank you .. Gud nite sir..

ME:
Your google results still have a "monitoring respiration" which was stolen from my students. I want you to take everything down from slideshare, from journals, and from any other document.
http://people.ece.cornell.edu/land/courses/eceprojectsland/STUDENTPROJ/2012to2013/htq2/index.html

ME:
You must check all your publications and take down copies of our work.

SAM:
dear sir... im extremely sorry .... usually 3 months once i use to change my mail id and password... and those slide shares belongs to my some old accounts and i dont remember neither my mail id nor password..all i can do is i removed from my current accounts & requested the journals to delete.....if the journals delete that paper it will take minimum 1 year to disappear fro google search

ME:
Figure out how to get them down.

SAM:
sir im extremely sorry... i dont have time...i deleted from my current accounts.. and requested the journals... its better you also contact that journal to delete sir. I totally forgot everything ... i dont remember which mailid it belongs to

ME:
I am not going to do this. It is your responsibility. 

















